In this paper, we consider a nite set of generic tasks that we execute a large number of times. We introduce the linear constraints between two generic tasks : the di erence of iteration indices between the execution of two tasks subject to a precedence constraint is a linear function of these indices. These constraints are modeled by a linear graph G. Moreover, we consider no resource constraints. We aim at characterizing the optimal frequencies of the generic tasks.
Introduction
A cyclic scheduling problem is speci ed by a nite set of generic tasks to be executed in nitely often. Usually, generic tasks are subject to precedence or resource constraints that must be met by all their executions. The aim is to compute a feasible schedule with a maximum throughput.
This kind of problem occurs for many practical applications. For example, in a exible manufacturing system, an important number of products may have to be assembled using exactly the same sequence of operations for every products. In order to evaluate the performance of this system or to build an e cient schedule of the operations, we aim at nding general properties to reduce the study to a limited number of products : the whole schedule is then obtained by repeating with a constant period a limited sequence of operations. Cyclic scheduling problems also occur in parallel computing. We refer to HAN93] that presents an application in this area and a bibliography concerning recent theoretic results about a general class of cyclic scheduling problems.
One of the basic theoretical results about cyclic scheduling problems concerns the basic cyclic scheduling problem. Generic tasks are subject to uniform constraints : each uniform constraint between two generic tasks induces a set of precedence constraints such that the di erence between their execution indices is a constant. Since the executions are only subject to precedence constraints, the frequencies of the generic tasks are maximum for the earliest schedule. In CHR83], Chr etienne provided a polynomial algorithm for the computation of the optimal frequencies of the tasks. These results were also obtained by Cohen et al. using algebraic methods COH89]. More recently, Chr etienne extended these results to the problem with deadlines CHR91].
The aim of this paper is to extend the results obtained by Chr etienne to linear constraints. In this case, the di erence of executions indices between two tasks subject to a precedence constraint is not a constant, but a linear function of the execution indices. We model these constraints by a linear graph : its vertices are the generic tasks, and its edges model linear constraints. Moreover, we consider no resource constraints.
Linear constraints are a useful generalization of uniform constraints. They are involved in a quite large class of application problems. For example, they model some cyclic assembly line problems where a given number of a rst product is needed to build one second product.
In the second section, we present the problem and we show that the frequencies of the generic tasks are maximized by the earliest schedule. We also model a practical assembly line problem by a linear graph. In the third section, we review some basic results concerning uniform graphs. In the fourth section, we de ne unitary graphs as a special class of linear graphs that may be expanded into equivalent uniform graphs. In the fth section, we prove that every linear graph G may be partitioned into a collection of expansible subgraphs referred to as the unitary components of G. Then, by exploiting some necessary conditions on the frequencies of these components, we study the earliest schedule of G to show that the longest paths of an adequately valued graph G R provide the optimal frequencies of the tasks. In the last section, we present a general algorithm to compute optimal frequencies of the generic tasks.
The model
In this section, we introduce the problem : we de ne generic tasks, linear constraints and cyclic schedules. As no resource constraints are taken into account, we show that the frequencies provided by the earliest schedule are optimal. We also give a useful necessary condition for the existence of feasible solutions. At last, we model an assembly system by a linear graph.
Generic tasks
Let T = f1; ::; mg be a nite set of m generic tasks. Every generic task i 2 T is performed in nitely often with the processing time l i . We denote by < i; n > the n th execution of task i and by t(i; n) the starting time of < i; n >.
The iteration n is the subset I(n) = f< i; n >; i 2 Tg.
Linear constraints
We suppose that the generic tasks are constrained by a set P of linear constraints : a linear constraint e is given by a pair of generic tasks (i; j), two strictly positive natural numbers q(e) and p(e), and two natural numbers h(e) and k(e). It induces the following in nite set of precedence constraints on the executions of i and j : 8n > 0; t(i; q(e)n + k(e)) + l i t(j; p(e)n + h(e))
The set of linear constraints P is modeled by a linear graph G = (T; P) whose vertices are the generic tasks and whose edges correspond to the linear constraints : the linear constraint e = (i; j) corresponds to an arc from i to j with ve valuations (l i ; q(e); k(e); p(e); h(e)).
Moreover, we assume that two executions of a generic task do not overlap : so, for all t 2 T, P contains (i; i; 1; 0; 1; 1).
The developed graph g associated with a linear graph G is an in nite graph whose nodes are the executions of the generic tasks and whose arcs correspond to the precedence constraints . Every edge is then valued by the processing time of the input node.
A uniform constraint is a special case of linear constraint where p(e) = q(e) = 1. So, the precedence constraints associated with a uniform constraint are as follows : 8n > 0; t(i; n + k(e)) + l i t(j; n + h(e)) Correspondingly, the edge (i; j) of a uniform graph needs only be notated by (l i ; k(e); h(e)).
Schedules
A schedule S is a set of starting times S = ft(i; n); i 2 T; n > 0g meeting all the precedence constraints induced by g.
Clearly, the set of schedules is not empty if and only if the developed graph g is acyclic. In such a case, G is said to be consistent.
Up to now, we have only a necessary condition of consistency : de ning the weight of a path u of G by
where E(u) is the arc list of u, we have :
Theorem 1 If G is consistent, the weight of every circuit of G is at least one.
Unfortunately, this condition is not su cient : if G is a uniform graph, this condition is always ful lled. We will review that the consistency of this class of graph depends on other parameters.
If G is consistent, since the executions of the generic tasks are only subject to precedence constraints, the earliest schedule -in which the executions of the tasks are performed as soon as possible -can be de ned.
Frequency of a generic task
Let S = ft(i; n); i 2 T; n > 0g be a schedule of g. 
Problem formulation
An instance of the basic cyclic scheduling problem with linear constraint (in short BCSL) is de ned by a set T of generic tasks and a linear graph G. The problem is to determine the maximum frequencies of the generic tasks.
Starting times of the executions of the generic tasks are minimized by the earliest schedule of g. Thus, the frequencies are maximized for this schedule. In this paper, we study the earliest schedule of g to compute maximum frequencies of the generic tasks.
Modelling an assembly problem
In this section, we model a cyclic assembly problem of two products P 1 and P 2 from three materials R 1 , R 2 and R 3 . We suppose that every product P i ; i = 1; 2 and every material R i ; i = 1; ::; 3 is constructed by a dedicated workshop. Moreover, every workshop constructs only one item at once. So, their jobs can be modeled as the successive executions of a non-reentrant generic task.
We also assume that a conveyor repeatedly gets two products P 1 , one product P 2 and brings raw materials for the construction of six units of R 1 .
The generic tasks are de ned as follows : < 1; n > : constructs the nth unit of R 1 < 2; n > : constructs the nth unit of R 2 < 3; n > : constructs the nth unit of R 3 < 4; n > : assembles the nth unit of P 1 < 5; n > : assembles the nth unit of P 2 < 6; n > : nth move of the conveyor task i 1 2 3 4 5 6 l i 2 3 2 4 6 10 The assembly rules are the following :
A unit of P 1 is obtained from the assembly of two units of R 1 and three units of R 2 . On the same way, a unit of P 2 is obtained from a unit of R 3 and a unit of R 1 . In order to eliminate the con ict between P 1 and P 2 , we suppose that for all n > 0, the (3n ? 2)th and the (3n ? 1)th products R 1 are reserved to produce P 1 . The 3nth product R 1 is then reserved to produce P 2 . From the preceding rules, we get the following inequalities : 8n > 0; t(1; 3n ? 1) + l 1 t(4; n) 8n > 0; t(1; 3n) + l 1 t(5; n) 8n > 0; t(2; 3n) + l 2 t(4; n) 8n > 0; t(3; n) + l 3 t(5; n)
As the conveyor brings raw materials for six units of R 1 , we get : 8n > 0; t(6; n) + l 6 t(1; 6n + 6)
Since the conveyor gets two units of P 1 and a unit of P 2 , we have : 8n > 0; t(4; 2n) + l 4 t(6; n) 8n > 0; t(5; n) + l 5 t(6; n) and extend them to uniform graphs. These results make the starting point of our study and are essential to understand our methodology. Let G = (T; P) be a uniform graph. For every path of G, we de ne by respectively V ( ) and E( ) the vertices and the arcs of .
The length L (c) and the height H (c) of a given circuit c of G are respectively formulated by :
Then, one may easily prove that a uniform graph is consistent if and only if every circuit has a strictly positive height.
If this condition is ful lled, let C(G) be the set of the simple circuits of G.
For any circuit c 2 C(G), de ne (c) as L (c) H (c) and (G) as max c2C(G) (c). A circuit c of G is said to be critical if (c) = (G).
A sequence u n is K-periodic if there are three natural numbers K, w and N such that u n+K = u n + w for n N. K is the periodicity factor, w is the period , K w the frequency and N is the transient time. If G is strongly connected, Chr etienne proved that critical circuits of G allow one to characterize the asymptotic behavior of the earliest schedule : starting times of the successive executions of a generic task i make up a K-periodic sequence with frequency 1 (G) . In the general case, let C 1 ,..C k be the strongly connected components of G and let G R be the reduced graph, obtained by merging all the nodes of a component. The earliest schedule is still K-periodic and all the tasks of a component C l , l = 1; 2; ::; k have the same frequency referred to as l , l = 1; ::; k. If we denote by ? ? (C l ) the predecessors of the component C l in G R , Chr etienne proved the following equality : 8l 2 f1; ::; kg; l = min( 1 (C l ) ; min Cs2? ? (C l ) s ) He provided a polynomial algorithm to compute these frequencies using a topological sort of the reduced graph.
Expansion of a linear graph
In this section, we show that for some special cases of linear graph G we can build a family of uniform graphs modeling the same precedence constraints. This transformation, called the expansion of G, will be used in the next section to characterize the asymptotic behavior of a general linear graph from the results about uniform graphs.
Firstly, we study a single linear constraint e between i and j : by duplicating the vertices i and j an adequate number of times, we get a nite set of uniform constraints between these duplicates that yield together to the same set of precedence constraints as e. Then, we provide a necessary and sucient condition so that this transformation may be applied simultaneously to all the arcs of G. If such a solution exists, we prove the existence of a smallest expansion of G. At last, we de ne the unitary graphs as a new class of linear graphs and we show that they are expansive.
A single linear constraint
Let us consider the linear constraint e = (2; 1) with valuations (2; 2; 0; 3; 1).
It models a set of precedence constraints (See Figure 2 ) : 8n > 0; t(2; 2n) + 2 t(1; 3n + 1) <1,1>   <1,2>  <1,3>  <1,4>  <1,5>  <1,6>  <1,7>  <1,8>  <1,9>   <2,1>  <2,2>  <2,3>  <2,4>  <2,5>  <2,6>   2 The idea is to replace this constraint by uniform ones : we replace the generic task 1 by three generic tasks denoted by < < 1; 1 > >, < < 1; 2 > > and < < 1; 3 > > : the nth execution of respectively < < 1; 1 > >, < < 1; 2 > > and < < 1; 3 > > replaces the executions 3(n?1)+1, 3(n?1)+2 and 3n of the generic task 1. Similarly, we replace the generic task 2 by < < 2; 1 > > and < < 2; 2 > >. It is then clear that e is equivalent to a uniform constraint e 0 = (< < 2; 2 > >; < < 1; 1 > >) with valuations k(e 0 ) = 0 and h(e 0 ) = 1.
Figure 3 illustrates this transformation. Notice that uniform constraints must also be added so that the executions of two duplicates of a same generic task don't overlap.
Let us now specify this transformation for any linear constraint e = (i; j).
Creating n i duplicates of a generic task i consists in replacing i by n i new generic tasks < < i; 1 > >, < < i; 2 > >,.., < < i; n i > >. These tasks are referred to as the duplicates of i. For any b 2 f1; ::; n i g, the nth execution of < < i; b > > replaces the (n ? 1)n i + bth execution of i.
The following theorem generalizes the previous transformation.
Theorem 2 If the number of duplicates n i and n j satisfy : n i q(e) = n j p(e) = s 2 IN then, the linear constraint e = (i; j) is equivalent to s uniform constraints.
Proof. Let us assume that the generic task i (resp. j) has n i (resp. n j )
duplicates. Let a n and b n , n > 0 be two sequences such that the (q(e)n + k(e))th execution of i corresponds to the (a n + 1)th execution of < < i; b n > >. Then, q(e)n + k(e) = n i a n + b n with b n 2 f1; ::; sg, so q(e)(n + s) + k(e) = n i a n+s + b n+s . As q(e)s = n i , q(e)(n+s)+k(e) = n i (a n +1)+b n . Since b n 2 f1; ::; n i g, b n+s = b n and a n+s = a n + 1.
Similarly, let c n and d n , n > 0 be two sequences such that the (p(e)n + h(e))th execution of i corresponds to the (c n + 1)th execution of < < i; d n > >. We have also c n+s = c n + 1 and d n+s = d n .
Let us now consider a xed value r 2 f1; ::; sg. For the integers n such that n = r + s, 2 IN, then a n = a r + , b n = b r , c n = c r + and d n = d r .
So, the precedence constraints induced by e for n = r mod s can be modeled by a uniform constraint between < < i; b r > > and < < j; d r > > with valuations (l i ; a r ; b r ).
Expansion of a linear graph
An expansion of a linear graph G is a uniform graph which yields exactly the same precedence constraints as G. Its nodes are the duplicates of the generic tasks, its edges correspond to uniform constraints generated by the previous transformation. A linear graph G is expansive if there exists an expansion of G.
According to theorem 2, a linear graph G is expansive if and only if the following system (G) has a solution :
The following theorem characterizes expansions of an expansive linear graph :
Theorem 3 If G is an expansive linear graph, the solutions of (G) verify (n 1 ; n 2 ; ::; n m ) = (N 1 ; N 2 ; ::; N m ), 2 IN .
Proof. Let be the set of solutions (G) and let X = (n 1 ; ::; n m ) 2 and X = (n 0 1 ; ::; n 0 m ) 2 . As G is connected, n 0 1 n 1 = n 0 2 n 2 = :: = n 0 m n m . So, is totally ordered by the value of the rst coordinate and we denote by N = (N 1 ; N 2 ; ::; N m ) the minimum element. . So, K is an element of less than N, the contradiction.
Hence, we may associate an expansion of G with every natural number denoted by G X ( ). The minimum expansion of G corresponding to = 1 is denoted by G X .
Unitary graphs
A unitary graph is a strongly connected linear graph such that the weight of every circuit is equal to 1.
We prove that these graphs are expansive, a property that will be essential in the analysis of the earliest schedule.
Lemma 1 Let G be a unitary graph and let i and j be two vertices of G. All paths of G from i to j have the same weight.
Proof. By contradiction, let u 1 and u 2 be two distinct paths from i to j with distinct weights (i.e. W (u 1 ) 6 = W (u 2 )). As G is strongly connected, there is at least one path v of G from j to i (See Figure 4) . The weights of the circuits u 1 v and u 2 v are distinct, the contradiction. According to lemma 1, we may de ne for every vertex j of G the weight w j of any path from j to i. Then, A 2 B(w 1 ; w 2 ; ::w m ) is a solution of (G) : for every edge e = (j; r), w r = w j W (e) = w j p(e) q(e) . Therefore, A 2 Bw j q(e) = A 2 Bw r p(e) . Moreover, A 2 Bw j = 0 mod p(e) and A 2 Bw i = 0 mod q(e).
Limiting behavior of the earliest schedule
This section is devoted to the study of the asymptotic behavior of the earliest schedule of G. Firstly, we show that the vertices of G may be partitioned into unitary subgraphs denoted by C 1 ; ::; C k . Then, assuming that the starting times of the tasks are K-periodic, we get necessary conditions on the frequencies of the minimal expansions of these subgraphs and we express these conditions on a simple valued graph G R . We build a partial subgraph G min of G composed of the subgraphs C 1 ; ::; C k and the critical paths of G R . We prove that the earliest schedule of G min is K-periodic and can be characterized from the critical paths of G R . Lastly, we show that G and G min have the same asymptotic behavior.
Unitary components of a linear graph
In this section, our aim is to get a partition of G into unitary subgraphs.
Let us denote by T 1 , T 2 , ..,T k the partition we get from the equivalence relation R where iRj i the generic tasks i and j belong to a circuit of G with unit weight. From now, C 1 ; ::C k are referred to as the unitary components of G. Note that, from theorem 4 and 5, the unitary components of G are expansive.
In the following, let G C be the graph of G whose nodes are the unitary components of G and let C X 1 ; ::; C X k be the minimum expansions of the unitary components of G. Figure 6 illustrates the graph G C of the graph G depicted in Figure 1 . Figure 7 shows the minimum expansion of the unitary component C 2 of our example. Minimum expansions of the other unitary components are made of a single vertex and of a loop modeling the non reentrant constraint. The results of section 3 about uniform graphs enable us to characterize the asymptotic behavior of the minimum expansion of a single component. We now study the interactions between the di erent components.
The graph G R
In this section, we assume that for any l 2 f1; ::; kg, the starting times of the nodes of C X l make K-periodic sequences whose frequency is denoted by l . We determine some necessary additional conditions that must be met by Moreover, the frequency l of the expansion C X l is bounded by 1 (C X l ) , so log 1 l (C X l ). In our example, the critical circuit of C X 2 is c =< < 6; 1 > >, < < 1; 6 > >, < < 1; 1 > >, < < 1; 2 > >, < < 1; 3 > >, < < 1; 4 > >, < < 1; 5 > >, < < 4; 2 > >, < < 6; 1 > >, so (C X 2 ) = 13. Ratios of the critical circuits of the minimum expansions are described by the following table :
C l (C X l ) C 1 3 C 2 13 C 3 6 C 4 2
We now introduce the valued graph G R to get a convenient support of all these necessary conditions. The following theorem shows that the set of inequalities modeled by G R has a solution.
Theorem 6 Every circuit of G R has a strictly negative value. 
Study of the earliest schedule of G
In this section, we denote by = ft(i; n); i 2 T; n > 0g the earliest schedule of the linear graph G. We also de ne the subgraph G min of G restricted to the edges within the unitary components and to the critical edges in u. Let min = ft min (i; n); i 2 T; n > 0g be the earliest schedule of G min .
In our example, G min is described by Figure 10 . First, we show that G min is expansive and we construct an expansion of this graph to study the asymptotic behavior of min . We prove that in min the minimum expansions C X 1 ; ::C X k follow K-periodic sequences with frequencies 1 ; :: k . We show that for a su ciently large number of iterations, all the precedence constraints induced by G are met by min .
From this last property, we build a schedule max such that 8(i; n) 2 T IN; t max (i; n) t(i; n) : this schedule executes the rst instances of each tasks at the same time as in the earliest schedule of G and the other instances D time units after the time they are scheduled in min , where D is a constant time lag. We conclude that and min have the same asymptotic behavior. Let us consider an edge e = (i; j) 2 u with i 2 C l and j 2 C s . We have :
log 1 s ? log 1 l = log N j q(e) N i p(e) So, R l N i q(e) = R s N j p(e) Therefore, the vector R( 1 ; :: k ) corresponds to an expansion of the graph G min . Now, we denote by the vector R( 1 ; :: k ) and by G X min the corresponding expansion of G min . In our example, we have R = 18 and = (6; 1; 2; 9).
Theorem 7 Let i be a generic task of the component C l and let N i be the number of duplicates of i in the minimum expansion C X l of C l . The sequence t min (i; n), n > 0 is K-periodic with frequency N i l .
Proof. The strongly connected components of G X min are exactly the expansions of the unitary components denoted by C X 1 ( ),..,C X k ( ). Since G X min is a uniform graph, we know from the results in section 3 that the executions of these expansions follow K-periodic sequences whose frequencies l are given by :
8l 2 f1; ::kg; l = min( 1 Corollary 1 Let i and j be two generic tasks and let e = (i; j) be an edge of G which is not in G min . Then, for a su ciently large number of iterations, min strictly meets all the precedence constraints induced by e.
Proof. Assume that i 2 C l and j 2 C s . Since e is not in G min , the corresponding edge (C l ; C s ) is not critical in G R , so s N j p(e) < l N i q(e) . Since t min (i; n) is a K-periodic sequence of frequency N i l , the frequency of the sequence t min (i; q(e)n + k(e)) is l N i q(e)
. Similarly, the frequency of the sequence t min (i; p(e)n+h(e)) is s N j p(e)
. So, from property A.4 about K-periodic sequences, we get the corollary.
Let us consider, for each edge e = (i; j) not in G min , the natural number N(e) such that the precedence constraints induced by e are strictly met by min for n N(e). We also de ne t = max e=(i;j)2G?G min t min (i; q(e)N(e) + k(e)).
After time t, min meets all the precedence constraints induced by G. So,
we build an upper bound max on by executing the rst instances of the tasks following the earliest schedule of g and the others following min with a constant time lag.
We denote by X = f< i; n >; i 2 T; n > 0=t min (i; n) tg and ? ? (X) the set of predecessors of X in the graph g. We de ne max = ft max (i; n); i 2 T; n > 0g as : t max (i; n) = t(i; n) if < i; n >2 X ? ? (X) t min (i; n) + D otherwise with D = maxft(j; r) + l j ; < j; r >2 X ? ? (X)g. It is easily veri ed that max meets all the precedence constraints of g. So, max is an upper bound on .
Theorem 8 Let i and j be two generic tasks and let e = (i; j) be an edge not in G min . For a su ciently large number of iterations, max strictly meets the precedence constraints induced by e.
Proof. Since max is an upper bound on , t(i; q(e)n+k(e)) t max (i; q(e)n+ k(e)). For a su ciently large n, t(i; q(e)n + k(e)) t min (i; q(e)n + k(e)) + D.
Since min is a lower bound on , t(j; p(e)n + h(e)) t min (j; p(e)n + h(e)).
Assume that i 2 C l and j 2 C s . From theorem 7 and property A.2, sequences t min (i; q(e)n+k(e))+l i +D and t min (j; p(e)n+h(e)) are K-periodic with respective frequencies N i l q(e) and N j s p(e) . Since e is not in G min , N i l q(e) > N j s p(e) . So, from property A.4, we get the theorem.
Corollary 2 Let i be a generic task of the component C l , let N i be the number of duplicates of task i in the minimum expansion C X l of C l and let log 1 l be the maximal value of a path of G R from O to C l . In the earliest schedule of G, starting times of i follow a K-periodic sequence with frequency N i l .
Proof. Let us consider, for every edge e = (i; j) not in G min , the natural number M(e) such that the precedence constraints induced by e are strictly met by for any n M(e). We also de ne M = max e2G?G min q(e)M(e) + k(e), Y = f< i; n >; i 2 T; n Mg and ? + (Y ) the successors of Y in g.
We denote by g min the developed graph of G min . From theorem 8, for a su ciently large n, on every critical path of g from O to < i; n >, there is an instance < j; n 0 > such that is the concatenation of the critical subpaths 1 = (O; < j; n 0 >) and 2 = (< j; n 0 >; < i; n >) with < j; n 0 >2 ? + (Y ) and fv(O; < j; n 0 >) + v(< j; n 0 >; < i; n >)g + K 1 min So, the sequence t(i; n) is K-periodic. Moreover, if i 2 C l , the upper and lower bounds t max (i; n) and t min (i; n) on this sequence are K-periodic of frequency N i l .
Optimal frequencies of the tasks are described by the following Some comments may be made about the assembly system modeled by G. Firstly, since the edge (C 1 ; C 2 ) is critical, executions of tasks 2 slow down the whole system. Notice that the reducing the processing time of task 2 would not a ect this result. Since (C 2 ; C 3 ) is critical, executions of task 1 slow down executions of task 5. Since (C 4 ; C 3 ) is not critical, we would have to keep in stock the products from task 3.
6 The nal algorithm
We present here the di erent steps of an algorithm computing the optimal frequencies of a consistent linear graph G.
Determination of the unitary components of G :
The basic idea is to eliminate every circuit of G whose weight is strictly greater than 1. So, we remove every arc of G that does not belong to a circuit of unit weight. Since this algorithm doesn't eliminate circuits of unit weight, one can prove easily that strongly connected components of the resulting graph are the unitary components of G.
This part of the global algorithm is formulated as follows :
X := G; For each edge e = (i; j) of X u := path of minimum weight in G from j to i if W (u): W (e) > 1 then remove arc e from X Endfor We denote by C 1 ,..,C k the strongly connected components of X. For every task j of C l , let us de ne A j = lcm(fq(e); e = (j; k) 2 C l g; fp(e); e = (k; j) 2 C l g) Let us consider a xed task i 2 C l , and, for every task j 2 C l , a path u j in C l from i to j. At last, let l be the minimal integer such that 8j 2 C l , A i l A j W(u j ) is an integer. Then, N j = W(u j )A i l . Indeed, one can prove easily that it is the smallest solution of (C l ) since l is minimum.
Once minimum values are computed for each components, the edges of their minimum expansions are built using theorem 2. It has been proved in MUN91]that computing these minimum expansions takes time O(jTj 2 max i2T N i )
Computation of (C X l )
For any l 2 f1; ::kg, we must compute the maximum ratio of a circuit From corollary 3, the optimal frequencies of the generic tasks are nally computed.
Conclusion
In this paper, we characterize the optimal asymptotic behavior of a linear graph and we develop an algorithm to compute the optimal frequencies. This work permits to evaluate the performances of a linear graph in many practical cases. Moreover, we show that any linear graph may be associated with a uniform graph with the same asymptotic behavior. So, it should now be interesting to extend results on cyclic scheduling problems with uniform constraints under resource to linear constraints.
